
 Tot 75% minder bodemdruk 

 Optimale tractie door vier maal meer contactvlak 

 Meer draag- en trekvermogen 

 Uitwisselbaar met standaard wielen 

 Eenvoudige montage en demontage

Increased grip,

less ground pressure,

whatever the conditions

www.zuidbergtracks.com

Easily interchangeable
Fitting and removal are simplicity itself. You can change the

standard wheels on a tractor or machine for track units in no 

time at all, without any major modifications being required to the 

machine. The original utility value of the tractor or the machine 

is therefore retained. 
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Zuidberg is a leading, family-run company that has 

been active worldwide since 1982. The Engineering, 

Production, Sales and After-Sales business units are 

all housed at a single location and as they are located 

together in this way, knowledge and expertise can be 

used in the most effective possible way. The mutual 

collaboration that exists between the various parts of 

our business leads the end product to a distinctive 

quality all of its own. Not only do Zuidberg’s products 

meet the most stringent quality standards, they also 

meet the exacting demands of its customers. Zuidberg 

is one of the most specialised production companies 

in the agricultural sector, and consistent quality is 

maintained thanks to the fully-automated production 

process. Innovation, combined with a state-of-the-art 

computer-controlled production facility, has enabled it 

to develop a competitive edge within the market.

Buitenveld 5
8307 DE  ENS, The Netherlands
T +31 527 247 001
F +31 527 253 037
info@zuidbergtracks.nl
www.zuidbergtracks.com
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The power of specialisation

C-Frame

• Can be quickly interchanged with standard wheels

• Bogie-System as standard

• Suitable for almost all harvesters with flat wheel flanges

• Available with 2, 3 or 4 bogie wheels

• Available with rubber tracks 61, 76 or 92 cm wide

• Available with various attachment accessories such as adapters and spacers

• Easy assembly (disassembly) with forklift cutouts in the track frame

OC-frame

• Can be quickly interchanged with standard wheels

• Bogie-System as standard

• Mounted directly to the flanged shaft or bar axle

• Available with 3 bogie wheels

• Available with rubber tracks 61, 76 or 92 cm wide

• Available with various attachment accessories such as adapters and spacers

• Easy assembly (disassembly) with forklift cutouts in the track frame

E-frame

• Can be quickly interchanged with standard wheels

• Bogie-System as standard

• Suitable for wheel motors and flat wheel flanges

• Available with 3 bogie wheels

• Available with rubber tracks 61, 76 or 92 cm wide

• Available with various attachment accessories such as adapters and spacers

• Easy assembly (disassembly) with forklift cutouts in the track frame

F-frame

• Narrow construction reduces the total width of the machine

• Bogie-System as standard

• Can be fitted to tractors and harvesters with wheel motors

• The mounting supports can remain fitted to the machine when the 
tracks are removed

• Available with 2, 3 or 4 bogie wheels

• Available with rubber tracks 30, 40, 61, 76 or 92 cm wide
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• Less ground pressure

• Maximum traction thanks to larger contact surface

• Increased load-bearing capacity and towing capacity

• Interchangeable with standard wheels

• Easy to fit and remove

Increased traction means increased confidence
Using the track systems increases the towing capacity of your machine, due to the fact that the contact surface on the ground is 

many times greater than it is with a normal pneumatic tyre. In addition, the self-cleaning ability of the rubber track means that the 

track does not clog up, so you can be sure you will achieve optimum traction. All four track units provide full traction with the ground, 

even when negotiating bends.

“You can also work in
wet conditions”

Turn your machine into 
a tracked vehicle
The Zuidberg Tracks track systems make it easy for you to convert

your tractor or harvester into a powerful and flexible tracked vehicle.

• The track systems enable you to drive easily over any type of 

surface: wet or dry, flat or undulating. Work your land even un-

der extreme conditions.

• Surfaces with a lower load-bearing capacity remain passable 

longer, allowing you to extend the growing season.

• In addition to this, tracks exert less ground pressure and as a 

result, the soil structure is kept more effectively intact.

Reduced ground pressure
means greater yield
The quality of the soil in which you are sowing, planting 

or setting therefore remains fully intact, which means 

that the growth of the crops is unaffected, improving 

both the quality and the quantity of yields.

Proven Zuidberg quality
Mechanised solutions for use in agriculture, horticulture

and forestry are being developed in order to enhance

efficiency and increase capacity. Tractors and machines

are becoming ever larger in both size and weight. If the

ground is wet, machines are sometimes no longer capable

of driving across the land. What is more, the quality of

the soil decreases as a result of the increased ground

pressure. The high-quality, tried-and-tested track systems

from Zuidberg provide the solution.

Various systems are available
Depending on the weight of your tractor or harvester and what it is used for, you can choose from a variety of track systems. 

Selfpropelled or towed harvesters and other agricultural vehicles can be fitted with track systems from Zuidberg Tracks. The track 

systems can also be custom-built.

“The soil structure remains intact”


